2005 chevy cobalt interior

The monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you
choose to lease, you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike
other websites and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but
rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel
economy, reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's
important to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its
class. Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the
best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key
features found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car
buyer would come to expect for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the
Chevrolet Cobalt. Colors generally differ by style. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars
Direct. Chevrolet Cobalt Chevrolet Cobalt Colors. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that
help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a
lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset.
You can interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not
deserve to be on the road. New Car Quick Quote Chevrolet. Please select a model Select Model.
Get Your Price. The Chevrolet Cobalt is a compact car introduced by Chevrolet in for the model
year. The Cobalt was available as both a coupe and sedan , as well as a sport compact version
dubbed the Cobalt SS. The G5 replaced the Cavalier-related Pontiac Sunfire. The front
suspension was independent with MacPherson struts , while a semi-independent torsion beam
was used in the rear. The wheelbase was Side airbags are limited to the curtain type; torso type
side airbags are unavailable. The IIHS also found model year Cobalts had the highest fatality
rate in the small 4 door car class, with deaths per million registered years compared to its class
average of Before the Cobalt only offered stability control as an option on Sport models. In early
, 98, Cobalt coupes from the â€”06 model years were recalled after it was discovered they did
not meet federal safety requirements because of a lack of adequate padding in a specific area of
the vehicle's trim. This resulted in an unacceptable vulnerability to head injuries, though GM
claimed the vulnerability would only affect motorists not wearing a seat belt. On March 2, , GM
announced a recall of 1. The Pontiac G5 and its international variants were also affected, though
GM had already ended production of the Pontiac brand by that point. On September 28, , GM
announced a recall of 40, cars including the Chevrolet Cobalt from the model year because of a
potential fuel leak. Although the recall was limited to five states, vehicles from other southern
states were covered for repair when summer heat caused cracks in the fuel reservoir assembly.
The fuel vapor leak could be detected during hot days by a gasoline smell in the vicinity of the
car. Faulty ignition switches in the Cobalts, which cut power to the car while in motion, were
eventually linked to many crashes resulting in fatalities, starting with a teenager in who drove
her new Cobalt into a tree. Thirteen deaths were linked to the faulty switches during the time the
company failed to recall the cars. The Pontiac Pursuit was originally introduced in Canada as a
sedan in The Pontiac Pursuit was only available as a sedan and was only sold in Canada from to
In , another version of the vehicle was released called the Pontiac G5 Pursuit in Canada, but it
was now available as both a sedan and a coupe. This vehicle was available as both a sedan and
coupe also in Mexico as the Pontiac G4 from to In the United States, the Pontiac G5 went on
sale in as a model, serving as the replacement for the Pontiac Sunfire. The Pontiac G5 in the
United States was only available as a coupe. However, in Canada, and in Mexico, the Pontiac G5
went on sale in early as a model, available as both a sedan and coupe. The G5 was discontinued
as a direct result of General Motors phasing out the Pontiac brand in In , Chevrolet launched the
Cobalt's eventual successor, the Chevrolet Cruze based on the new Delta II platform , in Europe,
with launches in other markets including the US following in The Cobalt ended production on
June 23, In , General Motors Brazil introduced a new model bearing the Cobalt name in the
Brazilian market. The car is equipped with a 1. Flex engine. Although sporting a similar front
end style, it is not directly related to the Chevrolet Agile , since it shares the overall
underpinnings with the Chevrolet Sonic , [24] while the Agile is derived from the considerably
older Opel Corsa B , from Chevrolet had no plans to bring the Cobalt to the North American
market, which already had the Chevrolet Sonic and Chevrolet Spark as the subcompact cars in
the continent. In January , the Cobalt was launched in the Russian market, where it was
imported from Uzbekistan. However, in late , it was reintroduced under the new Ravon marque
as the Ravon R4. The Chevrolet Cobalt was assembled in Colombia too. It was equipped with a
simple range of two versions and a single 1. With a very discreet commercial performance and a
taxi variant, its production in the Colombian market ended in early The Cobalt received a facelift
in late for the model year. In Brazil, production ended in late , with being the final model year.
The Cobalt has been succeeded by the Chevrolet Onix Plus sedan, which achieved higher sales
upon its launch in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main article: Chevrolet
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Front engine, front wheel drive. Lordstown, Ohio , U. Ramos
Arizpe , Mexico. Delta platform [2]. Chevrolet Sonic Opel Corsa E. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Chevrolet Cobalt. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle.
Grand Am. Grand Prix. Station wagon. Mid-size crossover. Compact SUV. Compact MPV.
Montana SV6. Personal luxury. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below
only. Donor Vehicle. Make: Chevrolet. Model: Cobalt LS. Year: We can be contacted at any time
through eBay messages if you have any questions, comments or product requests. We will
respond to you within 24 hours and do our best to help you out! We encourage our customers
to contact us with any questions or concerns! We'd like to be sure you are completely satisfied
with your purchase. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information partport Contact seller. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest.
Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item
description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by partport. Contact us We can be
contacted at any time through eBay messages if you have any questions, comments or product
requests. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location.
Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States.
No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There
are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country.
Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable
at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the
eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment

methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. Payment Paypal is the preferred method of
payment. Payments must be made within 2 business days of purchase. We strive to ship out
your purchase within hours of your purchase. Tracking information will be uploaded
immediately to eBay to reflect your item's location and shipping status. All parts come with a 60
day warranty. This covers parts that are defective upon arrival. This does not cover labor
charges that you may incur. If you have any issues with a part that you have received, please
contact us through the eBay messaging portal and we will assist you immediately. Change
country: -Select- United States There are 1 items available. To be fair, I drove my Cobalt , miles,
no extra maintenance, 37 lifetime combined mpg, 40 mpg in final two years, beautiful blue paint
in great shape after 10 years in the Colorado sun, interior decent given its use, engine in perfect
condition. Transmission finally gave after car-lives. I get paid for driving, and this car not only
paid for itself, but then 4 more times! There is nothing wrong with these cars. And no, I'm not
slow, I drive assertively, but not aggressively. Two occasions I scored 44 mpg round trip Denver
to Gr. Car has been sold to a junk dealer, who replaced transmission, and has since resold it.
I've heard from the new owner, and the car is still in service. Bought this car brand new in , LS
model 2 door with the 2. Has a hair over K now. Nothing has ever gone wrong with the engine or
transmission, it's been a dependable car that has never left me stranded. The car still runs like
new and always manages to get nearly 40 mpg on the highway. I've had all the usual issues that
Cobalts seem to have, control arms, wheel bearings, sway bar end links, struts, ignition switch,
and a few minor electronic glitches through the years. I consider this stuff mostly normal wear
items and was honestly no different than the Civic I owned previously, the big difference is the
Cobalt is much, much cheaper to fix. I'd recommend the cobalt without hesitation, they are
basic cars, somewhat spartan in feel, but mine has been a dependable and economical mode of
transport. I've had my Cobalt for 3 years. Bought with 80,km and now have ,km on it. Aside from
oil changes and regular maintenance I haven't had to do a thing to this car. It's fun, zippy, good
on gas, and being fully loaded with leather and heated seats I really can't complain about much.
The only problem is one that many gm cars had - intermediate steering shaft gets sloppy. Kind
of annoying, but have never felt unsafe My mechanic said it was safe to drive as is or I could
spend a small fortune replacing it, so obviously I went the free route, lol. Other than that it's
been a fantastic car! When I bought the car I loved it. The body looked new, the inside was well
maintained and it had great sound from the stereo. One day I went to unlock the driver door with
my key fob, it unlocked but the door would not open. The next day I drove it and smelled some
wires burning. I took it to Auto Zone and a mechanic there told me to park it before it catch on
fire. He said it was a relay problem which is very dangerous. I called JDByrider and they told me
to have it towed to them, I did just that. They pretty much told me I was lying about the problem
and the only thing they wanted was a car payment. Not we will try and fix it or get you
something else. I only had the car for seven months and still had warranty. I gave the car back
over a month ago and they still have it and still want a car payment. Never again will I buy from
these people and after doing a research, this 05 cobalt is a very dangerous car. The dealers
know it but trying to cover it up. My odometer didn't work either. This also made my
transmission jerk and slip. It was so bad that when it was switching gears, it was making my
entire car shake. I was afraid for my life. I nearly crashed into a semi-truck because my brakes
and power steering didn't work. Also, I couldn't go below 65mph on the highway because the
transmission was slipping. I made it home but I was still shocked. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Cobalt. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Best car experience
ever K. It's been a great car! Items per page:. Write a review See all Cobalts for sale. Sponsored
cars related to the Cobalt. Sign Up. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your
part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close
the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select
your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Chevrolet Cobalt Interior. What year is your Year. Shop
by Make. Free Same Day Shipping. View: 15 5 10 25 Filter by Vehicle. Year Part Type. Auxiliary
Outlet. Auxiliary Outlet Plug Cover. Backup Camera. Cargo Organizer. Complete Carpet. Dash
Camera. Electrical Connector. Emergency Auto Safety Tool. Flashlight Holder. Flex Light. Floor
Mat. Heated Blanket. Ignition Lock Cylinder. Ignition Switch. Inside Rear View Mirror. Interior

Door Handle. Interior Door Handle Set. Keyless Remote Case. LED Dimmer Control. Light Pods.
Lighter Socket. Master Power Window Switch. Phone Holder. Portable Charger. Power Window
Motor. Power Window Switch. Rocker Switch Housing Kit. Seat Back Trash Bin. Seat Cover.
Switch Cover. Vent Storage. Window Regulator. Window Regulator Guide Clip. Window
Regulator Set. Wireless Charging Pad. Armor All. Auto Custom Carpets. Battery Doctor. Coby
Electronics. Comfy Cruise. Custom Accessories. DIY Solutions. General Motors OEM. Go Gear.
LED Innovation. Performance Tool. Rugged Ridge. Floor Mat Fitment. Cut to Fit. Set Quantity.
Carpet Color. Multi Color. Navy Blue. Red Plaid. Ultra Bright Blue. Ultra Bright Red. Ultra Bright
White. Regulator Option. Mirror Glass Type. Standard View. Seat Option. Low Back. Lighting
Size. Promotional Items. Filter Results. Part : 1ADHS Add to Cart. Operation: Power Regulator
Option: with Motor view more. Part : 1AWRG Part : 1ADHI Part : 1AWPM Part : 1AWRK Chevrolet
is a registered trademark of General Motors Company. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to
find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
fd23b
white 2008 chevy impala
3 terminal flasher wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

